and over the very expressive sign for swim. Her two spread
This line as she looked in the mirror, she was making over
worked on the surface of whatever sign she'd chosen.
her, the one she used to observe her hands while she
Here she was looking into the mirror on the wall next to
Here she was at her worktable with a pile of Day in front of
he walked into Pamela's studio without an invitation. "This
for the second time in two days he did the forbidden—
I know. That's part of the problem.
I don't mind, Jeremy sighed limply.
She kept you out of school, didn't she?
What's wrong, Jeremy sighed.
put his books down.
Where's Paima? Theo asked. Limously, as soon as he'd
Where in the living room with Thomas, watching TV.
When Theo came in the door from school, Jeremy was
They can see.

They can hear.

They can smell.

They can taste.

They can feel.

They can be able to help.

They can fix.

They can solve.

They can learn.

They can teach.

They can be someone's helper if they are willing.

They can help others without even realizing it.

They can help someone who can help somebody who can help someone else.

They can be helpers and helpers and helpers without even realizing it.

They can be heroes without even realizing it.

They can be leaders without even realizing it.

They can be teachers without even realizing it.

They can be mentors without even realizing it.

They can be friends without even realizing it.

They can be family without even realizing it.

They can be loved without even realizing it.

They can be cared for without even realizing it.

They can be appreciated without even realizing it.

They can be recognized without even realizing it.

They can be noticed without even realizing it.

They can be seen without even realizing it.

They can be heard without even realizing it.

They can be smelled without even realizing it.

They can be tasted without even realizing it.

They can be felt without even realizing it.

They can be understood without even realizing it.

They can be loved without even realizing it.

They can be cared for without even realizing it.
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They can be felt without even realizing it.

They can be understood without even realizing it.

They can be loved without even realizing it.
not we'll call you. Now get out of here."

"Take it and go to school. We'll be fine, and it was...

"What's this for?"

Harry handed over the cell phone.

"I heard he's got the calls. And actually, I was thinking he did have that."

They both grabbed the cellphone and looked at each other, confused.

"They listened with all their ears to everything. Then said..."

"The only one that I trust...

"Okay.

She heard with a shudder of her voice. She gave him a

"You don't anything tomorrow night? She gave him a

"They are...

"I miss you. Too. Can I have some snacks, wherever...

"I'll go in and say hi to him before I leave. Anyway."

"Okay.

Wanda for a while. But I also learned that people..."

I hope that's not true."

"I was just trying to say by the boy and work so that...

"Now,"

This poor guy first tells, and the girl..."

plan about her being a problem."

"It's not much of an exclamation either. I need to com..."

"Like you know, I have a diet to stick to."

"I was thinking it would be more..."

"How Harry loves a challenge. I just thought it'd be more...

"You know it doesn't look like that—Is part of my strategy."

"Don't doubt but I made him sound like a real dragon.

"You're not going to be there..."

"Okay. They said they'd try..."

in the McGregor and set the table.

Well, let me call him. She picked up the phone and..."
He rose home after school, having spent the whole day
hope in his heart.

"Hey, Hazel! Hazel said, "Break out the board, and
mean of the riser up and down like amodist's head.
Thomas punted his good fist and skiped, "Yes! Then she said,"

Hazel nodded. "Thomas nodded.

"That's carthick, is you play chess or?

Hazel glanced to Thomas something that clearly re-

The commercial the sign for drink

drink. I don't care for either just now, but thanks for the

"I usually you asked me if I wanted either a beer or a

a cigaret. "Did I get that right? she asked when Jeromy

"The, the, she said, looking up when he came in, worn

reciting when necessary.

Hazel, shopping to watch for minute his signs, then got

open between them. Jeromy patiently, "Read" the story to

picked up in his pocket, clutching the phone, watching

He rushed home after school, having spent the whole day

"Your wallet?"
Sure, I like to go over there, too. Hopefully we could Dr. Jones sometimes work on the Saturdays you mean I'll be here when I get home from school.

"I don't need help with very much, but I still want to keep you happy and healthy, and I'm going to come every day to help with your homework."

"Thank you, sir. That's great!"

"I do, you don't have a sign for that."

"It's just the pole you're looking for."

"You know I wouldn't banoodle you, but I don't have a pole, either."

"That's okay with me."

"I know, I don't have a pole, either."

"I think it will be easier that way."

"So I was looking for the place."

"I was the one who offered to help with the house."

"I see, and I can read it off of one of those things from the newspaper."

"You mean you'll be willing to come every day?"

"I will, and I'll be able to go home as soon as you want us, I guess."

"I will manage on my own because I know I need a pole, but I'm hoping the pole will be able to help me."

"And after that, she said, the checkers around the house are responsible for picking up the checkers when we are done."

"Well, then, she must have had something while we were out playing checkers because there were extra dishes in the sink when we got back."

"Did Palma come over for lunch?"
Guess I'm just smart.

He told me he hadn't played in years. "Harry said.

Thomas's were a few numbers on Harry's side, but many more on columns, once broken Harvey and the other Thomas. There were two

Harry raised a little and leaned into Thomas. There were two

"You got that right, Thomas. He looked held of Fermor's

Then I know you don't go over there to see the clic

By bringing a whole chorus over there.

We'll see. We don't want to inconvenience Dr. Ben.

Maybe beauty and Hazel could come, too.

I'm going over if he can't build them so easily anymore.

Harry pop. If I might cheer him up. He can still say
Went a dinner, Jeremy asked, and cracked himself up

I think Thomas and Jeremy were eating apples and crackers at the

After they tell, They went back to the kitchen, where

time you want us?

I'm telling even tomorrow. You tell Thomas that What

cover his gambling debts.

Okay, I can do that. Maybe then Harry will be able to
of the studio for lunch while the others took their walk. There, she disappeared and stayed gone all day. Something was different. They were studio until then, leaving Thomas alone but once they were morning, primarily because Theo was there to go to her. She was usually around when Harry and Hazel showed up in the place she had made herself at home for her whole time. She

next over. It wasn't enough.

seen by only a school and briefly when she brought din-

just to make sure everything was going smoothly and had

Theo had stayed home every afternoon after they left

that one was always just about to happen.

phone in case of emergencies, but he no longer felt so sure

keep losing money to him. Theo had gotten his own cell

then, and Thomas loved them even more. Since Harry

and Hazel as the sunshine at the end of it. Everyone loved

felt as if he had come out of a long dark tunnel with Harry

After less than two weeks of the new arrangement, Theo
Phone:  

Oh, for God's sake! Thou said, and reached for the
  and reached me, me, me, me, down her cheeks.
  you have to, turn, and then, the rest.

"I'll be gone, then. I can't ask them, and they know, as
  can't be done. Here, this is a place. Wherever
  there is a place, I do."

She grabbed his arm, then released it to sign. Then get
  night till me. I don't
  until her to take a night off, work be enough, and it
  I have been gone forever. I'm going out. I wouldn't
  that I were free.

I have to work, you're going to stay home. Her eyes
  before Thomas's team week.

he was going out, and then go, the very red been able to do
  the Saturday night. He's any other that he could just tell her
  He'd been foolishly thought, then she could have
  Saturday night. He was definitely not all right with Pima.

"Saturday night. For sure."

She has to go, so need to little, or later. You need a hit.
  Duty for a change?"

Serve enough time under house arrest. Pima can do the
  work, do something Saturday night. He said. "I've
  let her know, this way he left
  shape of everything else gone on, in one big way he did
  doesn't look odd to you. I'm asked at school on

Hidden, sort of permanent, or something?"

Well, that's Pima for you. "I see you, I've got to say,"

Forget how thrilled. I mean"

I'll be looking, you've been every minute so you don't
  you're looking for it.

in a while. Maybe I've turned a corner. I have,
  I'm sleeping all night again. Haven't had a disaster
  What about you, company? She asked. "Feeling better?"

Just lost electric.

case every day, and can't lay hands on. He was the
  stronger now that they're making sure he gets some extra
  help them, learn more. He even seems to be getting
  make him read comprehension again, and so does being able to
  "He's exciting. Winning all the money from Happy"

Happier with them.

I just don't get her. She should be talking. Happy and
  with a chop on her shoulder,

of our successes, missteps, and not just stickling in life
  at school. Now. I hope she's doing, the crazy. Making "Just
  things have been a lot calmer around our place with her"

Well, that's Pima for you. "I see you, I've got to say,"

Hidden, sort of permanent, or something?"

Don't that seem odd to you. I'm asked at school on
He started the can "Please pass... on the map..."

He pressed his hand to my face, and I could feel the burn of his palm. "I can take it from there, but no matter..."

I nodded, feeling the weight of the can on my shoulder. "I think I can handle it."

"That's good," he said, "but be careful."

"I will," I replied, "but I can handle this."

"Yes, you can," he said, "but I'll keep an eye on you."

"I know," I said, "but I can handle this."

"Just be careful," he said, "and I'll be right here if you need anything."
to be nothing but somebody's problem.
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The next morning, Phyllis was the goddess of Righteous

Three wills to let Thomas take the heat for that

There was a moment of breathless silence, and then the room was filled again. Of course, the noise from the room below was quite noticeable. Phyllis, however, was not perturbed. She simply continued her reading, undisturbed by the commotion above her. When she finally turned to face the door, she found herself greeted by the warm embrace of Thomas, who had just entered. He appeared to be in a state of deep thought, and his eyes were fixed on Phyllis with a mixture of curiosity and concern.

Phyllis smiled warmly at him, her eyes sparkling with excitement. "I'm so glad you're here," she said, her voice low and melodious. "I've been waiting for you." Thomas returned her smile, his eyes meeting hers in a silent conversation. He seemed to understand the depth of her feelings, and his heart was touched by her kindness.

"We need to talk," he said, his voice steady and calm. "There's something I need to tell you." Phyllis nodded, her expression serious. "I'm listening," she said, her eyes never leaving his. "Tell me everything." Thomas took a deep breath, his mind racing with thoughts and concerns. "We need to leave," he said, his voice firm. "I'm not ready to face the world just yet." Phyllis looked at him with a look of surprise, her eyes wide. "But where will you go?"

"I don't know," he replied, his voice low. "But I need to be somewhere where I can think. Somewhere where I can be with you."

Phyllis took his hand, her fingers intertwining with his. "I understand," she said, her voice gentle. "But you can't stay here. We need to make a plan."

"I know," he said, his voice soft. "But I need time to think."

Phyllis nodded, her eyes never leaving his. "Of course," she said, her voice calm. "I'll be here when you're ready."

"I love you," he said, his voice filled with emotion. "More than you know."

Phyllis smiled, her eyes shining with happiness. "I love you too," she said, her voice soft. "I'll always be here for you."

And with those words, they held each other tight, their hearts beating in unison. They knew that whatever the future held, they would face it together, hand in hand.
I went over to Thomas, and I saw that he was very much interested in something on the ground in front of him. He pointed to it, and then turned to me, saying:

"What is it, Thomas?" I asked.

"I don't know, but it's interesting. It's a very old piece of pottery."

I examined it closely. It was indeed an ancient piece, with patterns that were quite intricate. I commented:

"This is remarkable. Who could have made such a piece?"

"I don't know," he replied. "But it's certainly old."

We decided to explore further, and we found another similar piece nearby. We were both excited by the discovery. We took some pictures and made a note of the location, so we could come back later to study it more thoroughly.

As we left, Thomas turned to me and said:

"I hope we can find more of these."

I agreed, and we continued on our way, with the excitement of our discovery still lingering in the air.
that she wasn't going to embrace the responsibilities of be-

...
ilie. He hoped it shook the whole house,
couldn't hear that, he thought, she couldn't be able to feel
her foot going. Shuffling the front door after him. Even if she
had tried to grab him by the arm. He shook her off and
and tried to push the living room, Palma rushed out
as he screamed past the living room. Palma rushed out
and grabbed his jacket and pounded back down the stairs.

The tears started down her face again, but this time he
had it up this time the had to let the short time that he still
wasn't going to let her bully or maneuver him into giving
of the chance to get away from home. He held her ready and there would be more sacrifice ahead of college.

No. His fingers snapped again. He'd given up enough al-

...